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and metal content are present, formation of the two different blackberries is accelerated (21, 22).

The two Keplerate materials investigated have a very broad range of interest for materials science (7, 11), e.g., as molecular models for Kagomé lattices (28), as well as for quasi-crystals (29), and for geochemical processes regarding the modeling of H₂O exchange at iron minerals’ surfaces (30).
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An International Polar Year aerogeophysical investigation of the high interior of East Antarctica reveals widespread freeze-on that drives substantial mass redistribution at the bottom of the ice sheet. Although the surface accumulation of snow remains the primary mechanism for ice sheet growth, beneath Dome A, 24% of the base by area is frozen-on ice. In some places, up to half of the ice thickness has been added from below. These ice packages result from the conductive cooling of water ponded near the Gamburtsev Subglacial Mountain ridges and the supercooling of water forced up steep valley walls. Persistent freeze-on thickens the ice column, alters basal ice rheology and fabric, and upwarps the overlying ice sheet, including the oldest atmospheric climate archive, and drives flow behavior not captured in present models.

Large ice sheets thicken by the accumulation of snow on the surface, yet little is known about processes at the base of the ice sheets. Radar images of ice sheets are characterized by isochronous internal layers associated with changes in the dielectric properties of...
In the center of ice sheets, these internal layers continue almost to the ice sheet bed (1). Away from the domes and ice divides, these layers disappear in the bottom 10 to 30% of the ice sheet. This homogeneous, echo-free basal layer can be hundreds of meters thick (2) and is considered to be the result of elevated basal temperatures, deformed ice, stagnant ice, or increased layer roughness (3). The absence of reflectors in the base of the ice sheet makes decoding basal processes difficult. In a few locations, near-bed reflectors have been resolved in the echo-free zone, specifically surrounding subglacial mountain peaks east of Dome Fuji (4) and over Lake Vostok (5). Over Lake Vostok, these reflectors are associated with frozen-on lake water sampled in the 5G Borehole (6) and are attributed to changing fabric in the basal ice (6).

During the International Polar Year 2007–2009, the seven-nation Antarctica’s Gamburtsev Province (AGAP) expedition sought to comprehensively image the ice sheet bed, deep in the interior of Antarctica (7). This study used airborne and ground-based geophysical methods to understand the fundamental structure of Dome A, the top of the East Antarctic ice sheet and the underlying Gamburtsev Mountains (Fig. 1). The Gamburtsev Mountains were a major nucleation point for growth of the Antarctic ice sheet during the Cenozoic (8). Presently, ice at Dome A drains into all the major ice shelves of Antarctica. Processes occurring in the Dome A region have the potential to affect the majority of East Antarctica. Two Twin Otter aircraft were equipped with ice-penetrating radars, laser ranging systems, gravity meters, and magnetometers. The main survey grid included north-south lines spaced 5 km apart, with crossing lines every 33 km. 150-MHz ice-penetrating radars with bandwidths of 15 to 20 MHz produced high-resolution images of the internal structure of the East Antarctic ice sheet.

Beneath Dome A, the internal layers extend close to the base of the ice sheet, whereas away from the dome, the bottom ~1000 m of the ice sheet becomes echo-free. Using improved radar technologies, we have imaged distinct near-bed reflectors within the generally echo-free zone. There appear to be two populations of near-bed reflectors, one found adjacent to the high ridges of the Gamburtsev Subglacial Mountains and one found along the steep valley walls.

The first population of basal reflectors originates along the high ridges at the valley heads (Fig. 1B). Valley heads are the upstream terminus of the Gamburtsev Mountain valley network. Bright horizontal bed reflectors indicate that subglacial water collects at these valley heads. The basal reflectors separate from the bright, water-filled ice sheet bed, similar to the divergence of the freeze-on reflector over Lake Vostok. The coherence of these reflectors over adjacent lines confirms that these near-bed reflectors are not artifacts of off-nadir reflections. The origin and lateral extent of these reflectors are best illustrated with radar data along ice flow (Fig. 2, A and B). The valley head basal reflectors can be traced for 50 to 100 km along flow lines (Fig. 1, A to C).

![Fig. 1. Distribution of frozen-on ice in the Dome A region.](image-url)
The near-bed reflector amplitude is stronger than the return from ice sheet internal layers but weaker than the return from the ice sheet bed. The valley head reflectors are often laminated. Downflow, these reflectors become fragmented and disappear into the background noise of the echo-free zone. We have identified 12 distinct packages of ice bounded by these bright basal reflectors (Fig. 1B). In the Dome A region, ~7% of the base of the ice sheet is characterized by packages of valley head ice. These valley head packages originate where the ice sheet is 2400 to 3000 m thick. The ice package widths range from 2 to 25 km, and the average thickness is ~490 m. The maximum package thickness is 1100 m, where the basal ice constitutes 50% of the ice sheet. The estimated frozen-on ice volume of the basin ice packages ranges from 45 to 1064 km$^3$.

The second population of basal reflectors is found primarily along the steep valley walls of the Gamburtsev Mountains. These reflectors define 200- to 500-m-thick packages that drape the downflow side of steep valley walls (Fig. 2C). The valley wall packages have a relatively weak upper reflector underlain by a uniform distribution of point reflectors with no distinct laminations. On the south side of Dome A, ~16% of the base of the ice sheet is characterized by these reflectors. The average thickness of the 24 packages of ice (Fig. 1B) defined by these diffuse reflectors is 350 m. The packages of ice can be traced for 15 to 30 km along the flow direction and have volumes of up to 160 km$^3$.

We interpret both populations of basal reflectors and the underlying packages of ice as the result of basal freeze-on. The volume of ice frozen on to the base of the ice sheet at the Gamburtsev Mountains’ valley heads is 8600 km$^3$. The total volume of the valley wall freeze-on ice is ~3900 km$^3$. We can use the 1.7 m/year surface velocity measured at the AGAP field camp at the southern margin of the study area and the along-flow length of these packages to estimate a minimum age for the process. Using this simple approach, the valley head freeze-on process has been persistent for a minimum of 30,000 to 60,000 years, whereas the valley wall freeze-on has been persistent for a minimum of 10,000 to 20,000 years. The process of basin freeze-on has continued through the glacial-interglacial transition. The processes are likely to have been persistent for substantially longer, but older freeze-on ice may not be easily detected by radar. In the southern Dome A region, 27,000 km$^2$ of the 125,500 km$^2$ area surveyed consists of freeze-on ice. A minimum of 24% of the ice sheet base is affected by the freeze-on process.

The two populations of basal ice are distinct in the strength of the upper reflector, the structure of the underlying package of ice, and their geographic distribution. There are two possible freeze-on mechanisms: (9) conductive cooling or glaciodynamic supercooling (10). We suggest that the two populations of basal reflectors reflect the two freeze-on mechanisms. These processes are illustrated diagrammatically in Fig. 3B. The valley head basal ice packages are consistently sourced from ponded subglacial water along the mountain ridges. Along these ridges, where the overlying ice sheet is thin, cold, and has steep thermal gradients, conductive cooling is the dominant process. The conductive cooling over ponded water may cause fractionation of the water chemistry during freeze-on and loss of the sediment load as the water ponds. Fractionation and sediment loss over ponded water are the probable source of the laminations in the valley head packages. Conductive cooling is probably the primary mechanism responsible for the freeze-on ice at the valley heads, whereas supercooling is likely to be a more rapid process when subglacial water actively moves up steep slopes. As compared to ice frozen-on from a conductively cooling subglacial water body, supercooled ice will have experienced less chemical fractionation or segregation of the suspended sediments. A supercooled package of ice is therefore likely to be a more homogenous basal package. Most of the valley wall units are associated with locations where the supercooling threshold.
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has been exceeded (Fig. 1C). We suggest that the valley wall packages are the result of supercooling of subglacial water moving over rough basal topography. The freeze-on at the valley heads is primarily the result of conductive cooling over static bodies of water, whereas the valley wall ice is primarily the result of the hydrologic potential forcing water up steep valley slopes. Because these processes are not mutually exclusive, individual packages of freeze-on ice are likely to have been produced by a combination of the two mechanisms. Alternative mechanisms for producing the contrasting radar signatures found within the frozen-on ice include spatial and temporal changes in basal water availability or chemistry.

The addition of hundreds of meters of ice to the base of an ice sheet deforms the overlying ice upward. This upwarping modifies the ice sheet stratigraphy and may affect the surface accumulation by changing the surface slope. The thickest package of frozen-on ice (1110 m) is situated at the downflow end of a 20-km-long valley floored by a bright horizontal reflector. The internal layers are deformed upward over 410 m at the valley head, conforming to the shape of the accreted ice body and not the underlying topography (Fig. 4). The accretion sites in the Dome A region are typically coincident with 5- to 35-m mounds in the ice surface, indicating linkage between the basal processes and the ice surface morphology.

The thick packages of freeze-on ice surrounding Dome A illustrate that basal freeze-on modifies the fundamental structure of ice sheets, thickening the ice column from the base. The freeze-on rates in the Dome A region may be locally greater than the surface accumulation rates. The upwarping of internal layers over accretion sites implies active interaction between basal accretion and the entire ice sheet. The accretion-induced upwarping of basal ice will move old ice to a higher elevation in the ice sheet, increasing the potential of preserving very old ice. Alternatively, the widespread melt required to support the freeze-on process may have destroyed the ice containing the ancient paleoclimate records. Without the inclusion of basal processes, simple models of ice sheet temperatures cannot accurately predict the location of the oldest ice (11).

In East Antarctica, basal freeze-on has continued in the same locations through the last glacial-interglacial transition and has probably been a persistent process since East Antarctica became encased in a large ice sheet 32 million years ago. The simple geometry of the subglacial topography and the stable ice flow in the Dome A region have enabled us to image this process for the first time. Although the surface accumulation, surface slope, and bed morphology vary distinctly on the northern and southern sides of Dome A, throughout the area almost a quarter of the ice sheet base consists of ice freeze-on from the bottom. Widespread freeze-on can change the rheology and modify the flow of the Antarctic and Greenland ice sheets (12, 13). Inclusion of these basal processes is essential to produce robust predictions of future ice sheet change.
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